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Abstract
We address a number of extremal point query problems when P is a set of n points in Rd , d  3 a constant,
including the computation of the farthest point from a query line and the computation of the farthest point from
each of the lines spanned by the points in P . InR3, we give a data structure of size O(n1+ε), that can be constructed
in O(n1+ε) time and can report the farthest point of P from a query line segment in O(n2/3+ε) time, where ε > 0
is an arbitrarily small constant. Applications of our results also include: (1) Sub-cubic time algorithms for fitting a
polygonal chain through an indexed set of points in Rd , d  3 a constant, and (2) A sub-quadratic time and space
algorithm that, given P and an anchor point q, computes the minimum (maximum) area triangle defined by q
with P \ {q}.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Approximating point sets by simple geometric objects is a major topic in geometric optimization.
While such problems are well studied in the plane (R2), there are few results in higher dimensions, most
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a set of points. Computing the smallest enclosing cylinder (ball, cylindrical shell, etc.) is a fundamental
problem in data analysis, computational metrology and data compression; see [5,9] and the references
within. For example, in data analysis, for a given data set P of n points in Rd , one may want to fit a line
L through P that minimizes max{d(L,p): p ∈ P }, where d(L,p) = min{d(q,p): q ∈ L} and d(q,p)
denotes the Euclidean distance between the points q and p. This is equivalent to finding the smallest
radius cylinder enclosing P .
In some cases, a line L may be provided, corresponding to some hypothesis on the data set, and one
would like to compute max{d(L,p): p ∈ P } or min{d(L,p): p ∈ P } (the farthest or closest point from
the query line L), to validate or invalidate the hypothesis. In other problems, it is useful to index the
points in the input set P . In the indexed version, for example, the index of a point may give an order on
the time at which the data was collected, thus “weakly” encoding a (d + 1)-dimension of the data set.
Then, one could make queries in the past to extract some features of the data set, such as computing the
extent of a subset of P collected in a given time frame. Some other applications of these scenarios include
data compression, computational biology (in modeling neurons and molecules) and face recognition. For
example, in [24], Li and Lu propose a novel classification method for face recognition that is based on
computing the nearest feature line to a query point. A similar approach, when used to identify individuals
in crowds, would result in computing closest points from query lines (a line would correspond to two
distinct prototype feature points of a query individual).
In this paper we discuss a number of query problems on computing extremal points in a point set
P ∈Rd , d  3 a constant. In some of these problems the queries are known in advance (off-line queries)
while in the others the queries are given on-line. All queries are related to measuring the extent of P .
One of our main results is a data structure for answering farthest point queries for line segments in R3.
The solution for answering farthest point from line segment queries relies on a solution for the following
problem.
Farthest Point From Line (FPFL). Preprocess a set P of n points in Rd , where d  3 is a constant,
such that given a query line L one can efficiently report the farthest point of P from L.
We also show how to use our solution to this problem to solve the following problem on indexed
points.
Farthest Point—Indexed Set (FPIS). Given a set of indexed points P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} in Rd , where
d  3 is a constant, for each line L(pi,pj ) defined by two points pi,pj ∈ P , 1 i < j  n, find the
farthest point pk ∈ P such that i < k < j .
Similarly, one may want to evaluate the extent of a data set by computing the minimum-width cylin-
drical shell with central axis L enclosing the data set P , where a cylindrical shell is the region enclosed
between two co-axial cylinders, and the width of a cylindrical shell is defined as the absolute value of the
difference of the radii of the two cylinders. If no axis is specified, then the minimum-width cylindrical
shell for a set of n points in R3 can be computed in O(n5) time [2]. However, if more complex geometric
objects are sought to capture the features of P , the problem may become significantly more difficult. For
example, one may want to fit a polygonal chain through P , with the condition that the vertices of the
polygonal chain are a subset of the points in P and such that it approximates the extent of P based on
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of P , the problem is equivalent to the polygonal chain simplification problem [22,36], for which the
known solutions in Rd , d  3, with some exceptions [7], are brute force, cubic or super-cubic time al-
gorithms. The results in [7] achieve sub-cubic time but only for one version of the problem, and do not
generalize to other versions, including those in the same class (e.g., from min-# to min-ε, see Section 5).
As a first application of our results on extremal point queries, we prove that our solution to problem
FPIS can be used to obtain algorithms, with similar time and space complexities as for FPIS, for fitting
a polygonal chain through an indexed set of points. The resulting algorithms improve over previously
known solutions in most cases and provide an unified approach. As a second application, we show how
to use the solution for problem FPFL to obtain a sub-quadratic time and space algorithm for the following
problem.
Minimum (maximum) area anchored triangle (MAAT). Given a set P of n points in Rd and an anchor
point q , compute the minimum (maximum) area triangle defined by q and a pair of points in P .
The paper is organized as follows. In the remaining of this section we summarize our results and pre-
vious work. In Section 2 we briefly discuss the linearization technique, a key component in our solutions,
and present our solution for the problem FPFL. In Section 3 we address farthest point from line segment
queries in R3. The solution for problem FPIS is discussed in Section 4. Applications of our results for
problems FPIS and FPFL to fit a polygonal chain through a set of indexed points and to find the minimum
(maximum) area anchored triangle are presented in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
1.1. Results
It is known that in Rd the Euclidean distance between a point and a line, as a function of the line,
admits a linearization into a space of dimension f (d) = O(d2) [3] (f (d) is a constant that depends on d ;
see the discussion in Section 2). Throughout the paper, the notation f (d) refers to the dimension of this
linearization, where d is a constant. Our main results are as follows.
• Let n s  nf (d)/2 be a parameter that controls the trade-off between the query time and the space
and preprocessing time. We prove that a set P of n points inRd , d  3 a constant, can be preprocessed
with O(s logO(1) n) space and time such that given a query line L the farthest point of P from L (and
then the minimum enclosing cylinder of P with central axis L) can be found in O(n logn/s1/f (d)/2)
time, thus solving problem FPFL.
• In R3, we use the result for problem FPFL and simplicial partitions to construct a data structure of
size o(n4/3) that can report the farthest point from a query line segment in O(n2/3+ε) time, where
ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. The data structure can be constructed in o(n4/3) time. This
result naturally extends to higher dimensions. Alternatively, using an improved data structure for
FPFL in R3, that requires O(n1+ε) preprocessing time and space and answers farthest point from
line queries in O(n1/2+ε) [35], we obtain a data structure with O(n1+ε) preprocessing time and space
that answers queries in O(n2/3+ε) time. Some trade-offs are also possible. For example, using half-
space range searching based on cuttings [4,27] one could obtain O(n1/2+ε) query time by increasing
the preprocessing time and space to O(n3/2 logO(1) n). Our results are the first known for answering
farthest point queries with line segments in R3.
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O(n3−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and O(n2−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) space, and the second one requires
O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and space.
• We show how to preprocess a set of n indexed points P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} in Rd , d  3 a constant,
in O(nf (d)/2 logO(1) n) time and space such that for a query line L the farthest point pk to L that is
in a specified range {pi,pi+1, . . . , pj }, 1 i < k < j  n, can be reported in O(log2 n) time.
• We apply the result for problem FPIS to obtain an algorithm with time and space O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) ×
logO(1) n) that, given a set P of n indexed points in Rd , d  3 a constant, computes a “fitting”
polygonal chain P ′ whose vertices are an ordered subsequence of the points in P , for two fitting
measures and two optimization criteria.
• We solve the minimum (maximum) area anchored triangle in Rd , d  3 a constant, with time and
space O(n2−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n). In R3 the time and space requirements are O(n1.6 logO(1) n).
We note that in some of the problems we address the queries are known in advance and thus a batch-
ing approach may be possible. However, we do not know how to efficiently apply batching for these
problems.
Throughout the paper, the notation O∗(·) is used to hide an O(logO(1) n) factor in the standard O(·)
notation.
1.2. Previous work
Recently, there have been a significant body of work related to computing or approximating the extent
of point sets. In [33], Yap et al. presented an O(n4 logO(1) n) time solution for computing the small-
est enclosing cylinder of n points in R3. A near cubic solution in R3 was later presented by Agarwal,
Aronov and Sharir [1]. A general technique for approximating various descriptors of the extent of points
is presented in [3]. Among other applications, their technique results in approximation algorithms for
computing the smallest enclosing ball, cylinder and cylindrical shell, and for fitting spheres and cylinders
through point sets. A few other related results for fitting a shape or for approximating the extent of a
point set P in constant or in high dimension have appeared in [9,18,19]. Some of these algorithms are
based on computing a core set of P that approximates well the extent of P .
There is also related work on query problems but mainly for the planar case. The problem of com-
puting the closest point to a query line or line segment in the plane has been studied [8,12,23,30,31]. In
particular, for n points in the plane, the closest point to a query line can be found in O(logn) time with
O(n2) preprocessing time and space [12,23] or in O(n0.695) time with O(n logn) time and O(n) space
preprocessing [30]. Using simplicial partitions, a data structure of size O(n logn), that answers closest
point from line queries in O(n1/2+ε) time, can be constructed in O(n1+ε) time, for arbitrary ε > 0 [31].
For line segment queries on a set P of n points in R2, Bespamyatnikh and Snoeyink [8] presented a data
structure of size O(n), that can be constructed in O(n logn) time, and can report the closest point from a
query line segment that is outside the convex hull of P in O(logn) time.
Recently, a data structure to answer farthest point from line segment queries in R2 has been given
in [14]. Their data structure has size O(n logn), can be constructed in O(n logn) time and can report
the farthest point from a query line segment in O(log2 n) time. Very recently, using a variant of the
shallow cuttings [26] for the semialgebraic ranges and an ingenious analysis of the decomposition of the
common intersection of cylinders, Sharir and Shaul [35] have presented a data structure for FPFL in R3
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data structure could be modified to admit trade-offs.
We discuss previous work related to fitting a polygonal chain through P in Section 5.
2. Linearization and farthest point from line
Let F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} be a collection of n totally defined d-variate polynomials of constant max-
imum degree b. F admits a linearization of dimension k if, for some integer b > 0, there exists a
(d + b)-variate polynomial
g(x, a) = ψ0(a) + ψ1(a)ϕ1(x) + ψ2(a)ϕ2(x) + · · · + ψk(a)ϕk(x) + ϕk+1(x)
for x ∈ Rd and a ∈ Rb, such that fi(x) = g(x, ai), for i = 1,2, . . . , n and some ai ∈ Rb [34]. An algo-
rithm for computing a linearization of smallest dimension is given in [4].
A line L in Rd is uniquely defined by 2d − 2 parameters. Let d(L,p) denote the Euclidean dis-
tance from a point p to a line L, as a function of L. The linearization of the line-point distance
was first addressed in [4]. In [3], it has been shown that d(L,p) admits a linearization into a space
of dimension f (d) = O(d2). For example, in R3 the dimension of the space is f (3) = 9 [2]. Then,
given a set P of n points and a line L, a point pi ∈ P is the farthest point from L if d(L,pi) =
max{d(L,pk): k = 1,2, . . . , n}, that is d(L,pi) is on the upper envelope of the set of functions
{d(L,p1), d(L,p2), . . . , d(L,pn)} at L, where the upper (lower) envelope is defined as the pointwise
maximum (resp., minimum) of the functions d(L,pi), i = 1,2, . . . , n.
Using linearization, we reduce the problem of finding the farthest point p ∈ P from a query line
L, defined by the tuple ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ2d−2), to a ray shooting query in a set of n hyperplanes:
shoot a vertical ray in the negative direction of the last coordinate from the f (d)-dimensional point
(ϕ1(ξ), ϕ2(ξ), . . . , ϕf (d)−1(ξ),∞), where ϕi(ξ), i = 1,2, . . . , f (d) − 1, are functions resulting from the
linearization and can be evaluated in O(1) time each. The point of P associated with the first hyperplane
hit by this ray is the farthest point of P from the line L. The set of n hyperplanes can be produced in
O(n) time for constant d . With s such that n s  nf (d)/2, we obtain the following result for FPFL.
Theorem 1. A set P of n points in Rd , d  3 a constant, can be preprocessed with O(s logO(1) n) space
and time such that for a query line L the farthest point of P from L, and thus the smallest enclosing
cylinder of P , with central axis L, can be found in O(n logn/s1/f (d)/2) time.
Proof. Let f (d) = O(d2) be the dimension of the space obtained through a linearization of d(L,p)
as above. For the point set P , this gives a collection of n hyperplanes in f (d)-dimension. Then, we
build a static data structure for answering ray-shooting queries [15,28], that can answer a query in
O(n logn/s1/f (d)/2) time with O(s logO(1) n) space and preprocessing time, where n  s  nf (d)/2 is
a parameter that controls the trade-off between the query time and the space and preprocessing time. For
example, using this ray-shooting data structure, we can answer a query in O(logn) time with O∗(nf (d)/2)
space and time preprocessing. When P ⊂R3, f (d) = 9 and we have O∗(n4) preprocessing time. 
A cylindrical shell for P is a region enclosed by two co-axial cylinders containing P . The width of a
cylindrical shell is defined as the absolute value of the difference of the radii of the two cylinders defining
the shell. By a similar argument as above we have:
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O(s logO(1) n) such that for a query line L the minimum-width cylindrical shell enclosing P , with central
axis L, can be found in O(n logn/s1/f (d)/2) time.
3. Farthest points from line segments in R3
The distance from a line segment s to a point p is defined as d(s,p) = min{d(q,p): q ∈ s}, where
d(q,p) denotes the Euclidean distance between the points q and p. Given a set P of n points in Rd , and
a line segment s, the farthest point of P from s is defined as max{d(s,p): p ∈ P }. That is, the farthest
point of P from s is max{min{d(q,p): q ∈ s}: p ∈ P }. Note that this is different from the farthest
distance from s to P , which is defined as max{max{d(q,p): q ∈ s}: p ∈ P } [35].
Our solution for answering farthest point from line segment queries is based on simplicial partitions.
A simplicial partition for a set P of n points in R3 is a collection Ψ (P ) = {(P1, t1), (P2, t2), . . . , (Pr, tr )}
of pairs, where the Pi’s are disjoint subsets of P whose union is P , and ti is a tetrahedron containing Pi .
For a given simplicial partition Ψ (P ), the crossing number of a plane h is the number of tetrahedrons of
Ψ (P ) that h intersects. The crossing number of Ψ (P ) is the maximum crossing number over all possible
planes. A simplicial partition Ψ (P ) is fine if |Pi | 2n/r , for every 1 i  r . Matoušek [25] proved the
following result.
Theorem 2 [25]. For any given set P of n d-dimensional points, d  2, and a parameter r , 1 r  n/2, a
fine simplicial partition of size r and crossing number O(r1−1/d) exists. If r is a constant such a simplicial
partition can be constructed in O(n) time with O(n) space.
A simplicial partition can be used to construct an efficient data structure, called a partition tree: the
root of the partition tree has r children, each associated with a simplex ti in a simplicial partition Ψ (P ),
as well as any secondary information related to the enclosed point set, and being the root of a recursively
defined partition tree on the point set that belongs to this node.
Lemma 1. Let P be a set of n points in R3 and let (q,Lq,∆) be a triplet with q a point and Lq a line
through q such that all points in P are within distance ∆ from Lq . Let hq denote the plane orthogonal to
Lq at q . If there is a point p ∈ P such that |qp| > ∆, then the point of P farthest from q in the halfspace
defined by hq and containing p is a vertex of the convex hull of P .
Proof. Let P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn}. Let CH(P ) be the convex hull of P , let C = CH(P )∩hq , and consider
the part CH(P, q) of CH(P ) in one of the open halfspaces defined by hq . For each tetrahedron qpipkpj ,
with pi,pk,pj ∈ CH(P, q), one of pi,pk or pj is the farthest point to q . For each tetrahedron of the
form qpipja, with pi,pj ∈ CH(P, q) and a being a vertex of the boundary ∂C of C, let pk be the
farthest point to q within that tetrahedron (see Fig. 1(a)). Let p′k be the intersection of the line qpk with
the triangle pipja. Let c = ap′k ∩ pipj . Observing that |qa|∆ and |qc|max{|qpi |, |qpj |}, we have
that the farthest point to q satisfying the condition in the lemma could only be one of pi or pj . For each
tetrahedron of the form qpiab, with pi ∈ CH(P, q) and a, b vertices of ∂C, let pk be the farthest point to
q within that tetrahedron (see Fig. 1(b)). Let p′k be the intersection of the line qpk with the triangle piab.
Let c = pip′k ∩ ab. Clearly, c is within distance ∆ from q . Thus, by a similar argument as above on the
triangle qpic, the farthest point to q satisfying the condition in the lemma could only be pi .
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Fig. 2. In R2, when |qpk | > ∆, the farthest point pk from q must be a vertex of the convex hull of P .
To help the intuition, Fig. 2 illustrates the main idea of the proof in R2, with hq replaced by the line
L′q , orthogonal to Lq at q . 
Lemma 2. Given a set P of n points in R3, in o(n4/3) time one can construct a data structure of size
o(n4/3) such that the farthest point of P from a query line segment s can be reported in O(n2/3+ε) time,
where ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant.
Proof. Let Ls be the line supporting s. The farthest point from s is either (i) the farthest point from Ls
or (ii) the farthest point p ∈ P from one of the endpoints of s, with the property that the plane orthogonal
to s at that endpoint has s and p on different sides. The point for (i) can be obtained using FPFL (see
Section 2). This gives us a value ∆ such that all points in P are within distance ∆ from Ls . The point
for (ii) can then be found by performing two queries, each on a data structure associated with CH(P, qi),
where qi , i = 1,2, is an endpoint of s, and CH(P, qi) and q3−i are on different sides of the defining plane
for CH(P, qi). Consider the query for CH(P, q1) (the query for CH(P, q2) is similar). The problem is
to report the farthest point p ∈ P to q1 such that p ∈ CH(P, q1) and |pq1| > ∆, if such a point exists.
From Lemma 1, it follows that one should only consider the vertices of CH(P, q1). Thus, we can find the
desired point as follows. We first construct a partition tree based on a fine simplicial partition Ψ (P ). Let
Pv be the subset of P stored at a node v of the tree, and let tv be the tetrahedron of Ψ (P ) that contains Pv .
For each node v, we compute the convex hull CHv of Pv . We also compute and store a data structure for
the subset of Pv corresponding to the vertices of CHv , that can answer farthest neighbor queries in R3.
InRd , d a constant, one can construct in O∗(m) time a data structure of size O(m) that can answer farthest
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), for any m such that n  m  n	d/2
 (see [17, p. 594]). Thus, in R3,
the query time is O(n/m1/2). From Theorem 2, it follows that there are r − O(r2/3) tetrahedrons that are
not intersected by the plane hq1 . For the point sets Pv that are in CH(P, q1) and have tv ∩ hq1 = ∅, we
find the farthest point from q1 using the farthest point data structures associated with these point sets. For
the remaining O(r2/3) point sets for tetrahedrons that are intersected by hq1 , we recursively search the
corresponding simplicial partitions.
We now analyze the preprocessing time and space and the query time for the data structure constructed.
Assuming r is a constant, the construction of the partition tree takes O(n logn) time and space, which
follows from Theorem 2. After building the partition tree, we compute the convex hull of the points
associated with each node v in the tree in O(n logn) time [32]. We then construct the data structure for
answering farthest neighbor queries with O(n) space and O∗(n) preprocessing time. Then, if we let T (n)
be the time required to compute this secondary information at every node of the partition tree, it satisfies
the recurrence inequality T (n)O∗(n) +∑r1 T (nv), where nv is the number of points stored at node v.
By choosing r > 2 a constant, it follows that T (n) = O∗(n). The space S(n) satisfies the recurrence
inequality S(n)O(n) + r +∑r1 S(nv) and thus we obtain S(n) = O(n logn).
For the query phase, the time to answer a farthest neighbor query for q1 is O(n1/2). We query with q1
in at most r − cr2/3 point sets, that have tv ∩hq1 = ∅, and recursively search on the remaining cr2/3 point
sets with tv ∩ hq1 = ∅. Therefore, we have Q(n) r +
∑
tv∩hq1=∅ O(n
1/2
v ) +
∑
tv∩hq1 =∅ Q(nv). If we set
r = c1/ε21+2/(3ε), for any constant ε > 0, then r > 2, r is a constant, and the query time is O(n2/3+ε).
Balancing the space and preprocessing time for FPFL to obtain O(n2/3+ε) query time, we get
O∗(n4/3−4ε) time and space. Then, adding up, we obtain the claimed bounds. 
We note the result in Lemma 2 could be extended to higher dimensions. Very recently, using a variant
of the shallow cuttings [26] for the semialgebraic ranges and an ingenious analysis of the decomposition
of the common intersection of cylinders, Sharir and Shaul [35] have presented a data structure for FPFL
in R3 with O(n1+ε) preprocessing time and space and O(n1/2+ε) query time. Applying the FPFL result
in [35] leads to improved space and preprocessing time in R3.
Theorem 3. Given a set P of n points in R3, in O(n1+ε) time one can construct a data structure of size
O(n1+ε) such that the farthest point of P from a query line segment s can be reported in O(n2/3+ε) time,
where ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant.
Using the result in Theorem 3, some trade-offs are also possible. For example, using half-space range
searching based on cuttings [4,27] one could obtain O(n1/2+ε) query time by increasing the preprocessing
time and space to O(n3/2 logO(1) n). It is unclear whether a trade-off is possible for the FPFL data structure
in [35].
4. Farthest point from line: indexed version
In this section we discuss problem FPIS: Given a set of n indexed points P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} in Rd ,
d  3 a constant, for each line L(pi,pj ), 1 i < j  n, find the farthest point pk such that i < k < j .
Clearly, this problem admits a simple O(n3) time, O(n) space solution. Below, we describe two sub-cubic
time solutions based on our solution for problem FPFL.
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O(n3−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and O(n2−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) space one can find for each line
L(pi,pj ), 1 i < j  n, the farthest point pk such that i < k < j .
Proof. For each pi ∈ P , i = 1,2, . . . , n − 2, we construct a data structure to report the farthest point
pk to L(pi,pj ) for all j such that i < j  n, with i < k < j . The data structure for pi is a balanced
binary tree Ti , that is defined on the subset of points Pi = {pi , pi+1, . . ., pn} of P . The kth leaf of Ti , in
order, stores the vertex pi+k−1 of P , the line L(pi,pi+k−1), and the “current” farthest point p∗i+k−1 for
L(pi,pi+k−1) (p∗i+k−1 is initially empty and L(pi,pi) can be any line containing pi). Each internal node
v of Ti is associated with a ray shooting data structure Ri(v) as above, for the points stored at the leaves
of the subtree Ti(v) of Ti rooted at v, and it is also associated with the set Li(v) of all the lines L(pi,pj )
stored at the leaves of Ti(v).
We start from the leaves and go up Ti , level by level, until the root is reached. Suppose that the
computation at the level of the children of a node v has just been completed. Then, Li(vl) and Li(vr)
are available from v’s left and right children, vl and vr , respectively. At the node v, we do the following:
(1) Compute Ri(v); (2) for each line L(pi,pj ) in Li(vr), find the farthest point from L(pi,pj ) among
the points that are leaf descendants in Ti(vl) (and update the farthest point if needed), and (3) let Li(v) =
Li(vl) ∪ Li(vr). Then, at the root of Ti , we have the farthest point for each line L(pi,pj ), with i < j  n.
We now analyze the complexity bounds of the algorithm. At level k of Ti we have 2k ray shooting
data structures, each of which answers O(n/2k) queries. For an internal node at level k, the trade-
off between the preprocessing and query time gives s = O((n/2k)2f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1)), which results
in O∗(2k(n/2k)2f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1)) time at level k and O∗(n2f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1)) = O∗(n2−2/(f (d)/2+1))
time over all the nodes of Ti . Considering the O(n) iterations, the time to answer all queries for problem
FPIS is O∗(n3−2/(f (d)/2+1)), which is sub-cubic for any constant dimension d . The space bound of the
algorithm is O∗(n2f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1)) = O∗(n2−2/(f (d)/2+1)). (Note that we only need to store the infor-
mation on at most two consecutive levels of Ti , and after the queries for Ti are answered we can discard
it.) For example, when d = 3, f (d) = 9 and we can answer all queries in time O∗(n13/5) = O∗(n2.6), with
O∗(n8/5) = O(n1.6) space. 
Theorem 4. Given a set of n indexed points P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} in Rd , d  3 a constant, with
O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and space one can report for each line L(pi,pj ), 1  i < j  n, the
farthest point pk such that i < k < j .
Proof. We construct a data structure on the set of points P , to report the farthest point pk to L(pi,pj )
for all pairs (i, j) such that 1 i < j  n, with i < k < j . It can also be used to report the farthest point
pk in a specified range {pi,pi+1, . . . , pj } to an arbitrary query line L, where 1 i < k < j  n.
The data structure is a balanced binary tree T on the set of points P . The points in P , in order,
are associated with the leaves of T . Thus, the first leaf corresponds to the point p1, the second leaf
corresponds to point p2 and so on. At each internal node v, we compute and store a ray shooting data
structure for the set of points that are the leaf descendants of v.
At level k of T we have 2k ray shooting data structures, each of which is constructed on n/2k points.
As we will see next (Lemma 4), the ray shooting data structure for a node at level k will be used to answer
O(n2/2k) queries. For a node at level k, the trade-off between the preprocessing and query time gives
s = O((n3/22k)f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1))= O(n3f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1)(2k)−2f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1)).
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O∗(2ks) = O∗(n3f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1)(2(1−f (d)/2)/(f (d)/2+1))k).
Then, since T has O(logn) levels, the total time and space to construct T is
O∗
(
n3f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1)
logn∑
k=1
(2(1−f (d)/2)/(f (d)/2+1))k
)
= O∗(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1)),
which is sub-cubic and improves over the preprocessing time of our first algorithm (Lemma 3) by an
O(n1/(f (d)/2+1)) factor.
To answer a query with a line L(pi,pj ) we select the two leaves of T that store the points pi and pj
and form a search path from pi to pj in T . We then obtain a set S of O(logn) ray shooting structures as
follows. For each internal node v of T , we add the ray shooting data structure stored at the right child vr
of v to the set S if the search path comes from the left child vl of v. Similarly, we add the ray shooting
data structure stored at the left child vl of v to the set S if the search path goes from v to the right child vr
of v. Since the search path is of O(logn) length, the size of S is O(logn). Clearly, all points pk associated
with these data structures are such that i < k < j .
We perform a ray shooting query in each of the O(logn) ray shooting data structures and keep track
of the farthest point pk to L(pi,pj ). A ray shooting query at a level k takes
O∗
(
s/(n2/2k)
)= O∗(2ks/n2)
= O∗(n3f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1)−2(2k)1−2f (d)/2/(f (d)/2+1))
= O∗(n1−3/(f (d)/2+1)(2k)(1−f (d)/2)/(f (d)/2+1)).
Thus, we can answer a query with line L(pi,pj ) in time
O∗
(
n1−3/(f (d)/2+1)
logn∑
k=1
(2k)(1−f (d)/2)/(f (d)/2+1)
)
O∗
(
n1−3/(f (d)/2+1)
)
.
The O(n2) queries with lines L(pi,pj ), 1  i < j  n, can then be answered in a total of
O∗(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1)) time, which matches the preprocessing time and space for constructing T . For
example, when d = 3, we have f (d) = 9 and we can answer all queries in time O∗(n2.4), with O∗(n2.4)
space. 
Lemma 4. There are a total of O(n2) queries for the data structures associated with a level k of T , with
O(n2/2k) queries at each node on level k.
Proof. Let T (v) denote the subtree of T rooted at node v. Let vm−1, vm and vm+1 be three consecutive
nodes at level k. From the query answering procedure we have that the ray shooting data structure at
vm answers queries only for lines L(pi,pj ) with pi ∈ T (vm−1) or pj ∈ T (vm+1) (see Fig. 3). Thus, the
number of queries on the ray shooting data structure at vm is O(n(n/2k)) = O(n2/2k). 
Corollary 2. Given a set of n indexed points P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} in Rd , where d  3 is a constant, with
O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and space one can report for each line L(pi,pj ), 1  i < j  n, the
minimum-width cylindrical shell with central axis L(pi,pj ) and enclosing the points {pi,pi+1, . . . , pj }.
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The data structure constructed in the proof of Theorem 4 can also be used to answer a query with an
arbitrary line L, that asks to report the farthest point pk to L that is in a specified range {pi,pi+1, . . . , pj },
where 1 i < k < j  n.
Theorem 5. A set of n indexed points P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} in Rd , d  3 a constant, can be preprocessed
in O(nf (d)/2 logO(1) n) time and space such that for a query line L one can report in O(log2 n) time the
farthest point pk to L that is in a specified range {pi,pi+1, . . . , pj }, where 1 i < k < j  n.
Proof. To obtain O(logn) query time at an internal node of T , we need to balance for
(n/2k) logn/s1/f (d)/2 = O(logn),
which gives s = O((n/2k)f (d)/2). At level k we obtain O∗(2ks) = O∗(nf (d)/2(2k)1−f (d)/2) preprocess-
ing time and space, resulting in a total of O∗(nf (d)/2) preprocessing time and space over T . For example,
when d = 3, we have f (d) = 9 and the data structure requires O∗(n4) space. Using this data structure
and the query procedure on T described earlier, to answer a query with L we need to query O(logn)
nodes of T at O(logn) time per node, for a total of O(log2 n) query time. 
Corollary 3. A set of n indexed points P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} in Rd , d  3 a constant, can be preprocessed
in O(nf (d)/2 logO(1) n) time and space such that for a query line L and a pair (i, j), with 1 i < j  n,
the minimum-width cylindrical shell of central axis L and enclosing {pi,pi+1, . . . , pj } can be found in
O(log2 n) time.
5. Applications
In this section we show how to use our results for problems FPIS and FPFL to fit a polygonal chain
through a set of indexed points and to solve the minimum (maximum) area anchored triangle problem.
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Consider a set of n indexed points P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn}. The problem is to compute a fitting polygonal
chain P ′ = (pi1 = p1,pi2, . . . , pim = pn) with fewer than n vertices. Specifically, we ask that the vertices
of P ′ are an ordered subsequence of the vertices of P (i.e., ij < ij+1 and ij , ij+1 ∈ {1,2, . . . , n}, for
j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m − 1}) and that the subset of points {pij ,pij+1, . . . , pij+1} of P is contained in some
fitting region of the line segment pij pij+1 .
The problem is equivalent to the polygonal chain simplification problem, in which P is treated as the
set of vertices of a polygonal chain, and we discuss the later. There are two optimization versions of the
polygonal chain simplification problem. In the first one, called min-#, the input consists of a polygonal
chain P and an error tolerance ε (defining the “fitting” region), and the goal is to find an ε-approximating
chain P ′ with the smallest number of vertices. In the second one, called min-ε, the input is a polygonal
chain P and an integer m, where m < n and n is the number of vertices of P , and the goal is to compute
a chain P ′ with at most m vertices that minimizes the error ε.
The error criterion that defines the error tolerance region of a line segment pij pij+1 determines the
quality of the approximation in terms of the deviation between the approximated and approximat-
ing paths. A few error criteria have been used in solving the polygonal chain approximation problem
[6,7,10,11,13,16,20–22,29,36]. Two of the most popular ones are the tolerance zone [7,20,22,29] and
the infinite beam [11,16,22,36] criteria. With the infinite beam criterion the ε-tolerance region of a line
segment pipj is the set of points within distance ε from the line L(pi,pj ) supporting the line segment
pipj . With the tolerance zone criterion the ε-tolerance region of a line segment pipj is the set of points
within distance ε from the line segment.
The problem appears in computer graphics, computational biology (for modeling neurons and mole-
cules) and data compression. The theoretical framework for solving the problem has been developed
in [20,22]. However, it could be successfully applied only for the planar version of the problem
[10,11]. In Rd , d  3, in most cases, the only known solutions are brute force algorithms that take
O(n3) and O(n3 logn) time to solve the min-# and min-ε problems, respectively. Recently, a sub-cubic,
O∗(n3−2/(d/2+1)) time algorithm for solving the min-# problem in Rd , d  3, with the tolerance zone
criterion, was presented in [7] but their results cannot be extended to the infinite beam criterion. They
also give O(n2 log3 n) and O∗(n7/3) time algorithms for the min-ε problem in R3 and R4, respectively,
based on parametric search. Their results for the min-ε problem cannot be extended to d > 4 since the
underlying techniques do not extend for d > 4. We show below how to solve this problem in sub-cubic
time, using a unified approach. We are able to address the min-ε problem for any constant d  3 by
avoiding parametric search. Unlike in [7], we use the FPIS data structure to compute the set E of O(n2)
possible approximation errors, sort it and then perform a binary search on the sorted set, at each step
running the min-# algorithm.
No sub-cubic time solutions for the min-# and min-ε problems in Rd , d  3, with the infinite beam
criterion, were known until now.
Theorem 6. The min-ε version of the polygonal chain simplification problem in Rd , with d  3 a
constant, using the tolerance zone measure of error, can be solved in time and space O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) ×
logO(1) n).
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approximation errors, sort them and do binary search on the sorted set, at each step running the min-
# algorithm. Since the min-# algorithm takes O(n3−2/(d/2+1) logO(1) n) time [7], to obtain the claimed
bounds we need to show how to compute E within those time and space bounds. We compute a superset
of errors that includes E , it is of size O(n2) and it is formed by (1) the error set E1 containing d(pi,pj ),
for all 1  i < j  n, where d(pi,pj ) is the Euclidean distance from pi to pj , and (2) the error set E2
containing d(pk,L(pi,pj )), where pk is the farthest point from the line L(pi,pj ) such that i < k < j
and d(pk,L(pi,pj )) denotes the shortest Euclidean distance from pk to L(pi,pj ). Clearly, E1 ∪ E2 is a
superset of E , the sought error ε ∈ E that is the solution for the min-ε problem is contained in E1 ∪ E2,
and the size of E1 ∪ E2 is O(n2). Since E1 can be easily computed in O(n2) time and space and from
Theorem 4 it follows that E2 can be computed with O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and space, we
obtain the claimed bounds. 
Theorem 7. The min-# version of the polygonal chain simplification problem in Rd , with d  3 a
constant, using the infinite beam measure of error, can be solved in time and space O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) ×
logO(1) n).
Proof. We construct the data structure in Theorem 4 and use it in a query based, breadth first traversal
approach to solve the min-# problem. Define the value of a shortest path sj at pj , 1  j  n, as the
number of vertices in an optimal solution to the min-# problem on the subpath from p1 to pj . Set s1 = 1
and sj = ∞, for j = 2,3, . . . , n, and place the index 1 into an initially empty queue Q. Then, we repeat
the following operations until sn is updated for the first time. Let i be the value of the index at the head
of Q. Remove i from Q and, for each pj such that i < j and sj = ∞, query the data structure for the
farthest point pk to the line L(pi,pj ), with i < k < j . If d(pk,L(pi,pj ))  ε then we set sj = si + 1
and place j at the tail of Q. Then, the complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the time to answer
the queries and Theorem 4 gives O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and space. 
Theorem 8. The min-ε version of the polygonal chain simplification problem in Rd , with d  3 a
constant, using the infinite beam measure of error, can be solved in time and space O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) ×
logO(1) n).
Proof. The set of possible approximation errors corresponds to the distances d(pk,L(pi,pj )), where pk
is the farthest point from the line L(pi,pj ) and 1 i < k < j  n. Then, we only need to compute the
set of errors E2 as defined in the proof of Theorem 6. From Theorem 4 it follows that E2 can be computed
with O(n3−3/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and space. Since the corresponding min-# algorithm has similar
bounds and it is called O(logn) times in the binary search process, we obtain the claimed bounds. 
5.2. Maximum (minimum) area anchored triangle
In this section we show how to use our result for problem FPFL to find the maximum area anchored
triangle defined by an anchor point q with the points in P , where P is a set of n points and q,P ⊂ Rd ,
d a constant.
Theorem 9. Given a set P of n points in Rd and an anchor point q (possibly in P ), the maximum area
triangle defined by q with P \ {q} can be computed in O(n2−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and space.
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points in P \ {q,pi} can be found by computing the farthest point from the line supporting qpi . Thus,
over all pi ∈ P we have O(n) FPFL queries. Balancing the preprocessing time and space for constructing
the FPFL data structure with the query time results in O(n2−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and space for con-
structing the data structure. Each query on this data structure takes O(n1−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time, for
a total of O(n2−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) over the O(n) queries. Thus, the maximum area anchored triangle
can be found within the claimed bounds. In R3 the time and space requirements are O(n1.6 logO(1) n). 
We note that the computation of the closest line from a query point is similar to the computation of
the farthest line (consider ray shooting queries in the lower envelope of the distance functions, instead
of the upper envelope), and thus the algorithm for finding the minimum area anchored triangle is similar
to that for the maximum area anchored triangle (farthest point from line queries are replaced by closest
point from line queries).
Theorem 10. Given a set P of n points in Rd and an anchor point q (possibly in P ), the minimum area
triangle defined by q with P \ {q} can be found in O(n2−2/(f (d)/2+1) logO(1) n) time and space.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we presented a data structure for answering farthest point queries with line segments. For
a set P of n points in R3 the data structure has size O(n1+ε), can be constructed in O(n1+ε) time and can
report the farthest point of P from a query line segment in O(n2/3+ε) time, for arbitrary ε > 0.
We also addressed a number of extremal point query problems when P is a set of n points in Rd ,
d  3, including the computation of the farthest point from a query line and the computation of the
farthest point from each of the lines spanned by the points in P . We showed how to use these results
to obtain: (1) Sub-cubic time algorithms for fitting a polygonal chain through an indexed set of points
in Rd , d  3 a constant, and (2) A sub-quadratic time and space algorithm that, given P and an anchor
point q (possibly in P ), computes the minimum (maximum) area triangle defined by q with P \ {q}.
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